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Dear participants, 

Only a few days left until we’ll be seeing flying dogs again here in Vienna,  having fun 
playing the game of dogfrisbee together. As for now, the weather seems to be fine and it’s 
scheduled not that hot, but should stay dry for the weekend. Thanks again for signing up for 
the discdogging workshop with Skyhoundz headjudge Sven van Driessche on the 8th of 
June. Please find attached some details regarding the schedule and location of the seminar. 

The workshop will take place from 13:00 – 17:00 at the Hundeschule Breitenlee. Please 
make sure to arrive a little earlier to walk your dog as we will start without our dogs doing 
some introduction to the game and important basics, followed by group throwing, training 
your disc handling, before we start working individually with every team.  

Please make sure to bring along the participation fee of 30€ if you have not already paid in 
advance. 

You are allowed to bring along any discs which are suited for your dog if you already have 
some, otherwise we’ll have plenty of discs which we’ll be happy to share with you. 
Depending on your skills and pre-knowledge Sven will be working with every team 
individually show you how to work with your dog or doing a choreography, while in the 
meantime Andrew will be continue working with the group. 

How to get to the ‘Hundeschule Breitenlee’? 

Here you’ll find an exact location on google maps: 
https://maps.google.at/maps/ms?msa=0&msid=206577706204230125925.0004c1d237df3def
8ef6a&ie=UTF8&ll=48.271104,16.475999&spn=0.000961,0.002064&t=h&z=20&vpsrc=6&i
wloc=0004c1d237e10343e15d0 
So coming from ‘Wagramer Straße’ on the S2. A the traffic light turn right into 
‘Campingplatzweg’ (from here on there are black signs for the ÖRV Wien), then right again 
into ‘Hofstätterweg’, then left into ‘Zwerchäckerweg’ until you reach a railway underpass. 
Turn right and drive up the hill, here we are. 

The canteen will be open, offering small snacks and drinks. We’re looking forward to be your 
hosts. 

Cu on Friday, kr Xenia, Andrew and Sven 
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